The Department of Mathematical Sciences at
United Arab Emirates University is using WebAssign to
boost confidence, improve engagement and improve grades
for a subject that has traditionally proved challenging.

ABOUT UNITED ARAB EMIRATES UNIVERSITY
United Arab Emirates University (UAEU) is the first and foremost
comprehensive national university in the United Arab Emirates and
currently enrols approximately 14,000 Emirati and international
students. Founded in 1976 by the late Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan
Al Nahyan, UAEU aspires to become a comprehensive, researchintensive university. As the UAE’s flagship university, UAEU offers a
full range of accredited, high-quality graduate and undergraduate
programmes through nine Colleges: Business and Economics;
Education; Engineering; Food and Agriculture; Humanities and
Social Sciences; IT; Law; Medicine and Health Sciences; and Science.

THE CHALLENGE – IMPROVING CONFIDENCE LEVELS THROUGH POSITIVE ENGAGEMENT
Cengage has provided the university with WebAssign, a digital
solution to support their Calculus Mathematics module course.
The adoption of WebAssign has ensured positive engagement by
students and improved grades for a subject that students have
traditionally found very challenging. WebAssign is being used as
an online tool kit complementing the Stewart textbook
(Calculus Early Transcendental Functions, 7e).

WHAT IS WEBASSIGN?
WebAssign is a flexible and fully customisable online solution that
enables instructors to create and deploy assignments, instantly
access individual student progress and gradebook analytics.
Product features are designed to provide both instructor
and student with flexible online tools for measured learning
WebAssign engages students with immediate feedback,
tutorial content and interactive eBooks, designed to help
them develop a deeper conceptual understanding of the
subject matter
WebAssign can be used as a standalone homework solution
or alongside a textbook

WebAssign is available alongside many of our
market-leading textbooks in Mathematics,
Statistics and Physics

www.cengage.com/ewa

CASE STUDY
“Calculus is a study module that traditionally many of our students
have found difficult and because of this it has been met with a
good deal of resistance in the past. WebAssign enables students to
study the subject in their own time in an interactive and controlled
manner so that they can improve their confidence levels whilst
getting to grips with the subject matter.
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“Essentially it both challenges and motivates them in a very positive
way, without the kind of pressure that can have a negative effect,
leading to disenchantment, and subsequently, low grades.”

Dr Jianhua Gong,
Associate Professor
of Mathematical
Sciences at UAEU,
coordinator of
Calculus II, and the
coordinator of the
Smart Learning
Operational
Committee at
College of Science,
explains the
wide-ranging
benefits of
WebAssign.

He also points out how WebAssign saves his colleagues
considerable time, by enabling students to assess and grade their
own work and homework online. He continues, “this allows them
to focus on other areas of teaching which is very beneficial because
they can work on other material and subject matter. In addition,
there is no debate concerning marking – the system provides
a standardised uniform process which cannot be contested by
students and I consider this a real advantage.”
Professor Gong has been using WebAssign for two years and was
initially attracted by the trial offered by Cengage. He explains,
“it’s often difficult to see how a digital solution will work unless it is
applied over time, and Cengage was very happy to let me use it for
one semester before I made any kind of commitment. I consider it
essential, because it also allows me to contribute my own material
and resources as well. This combination of tailored teaching
material and tried and tested standardised elements is ideal.”

THE RESULTS – IMPROVED HIGHER GRADES
“We have seen a significant increase in grades since the
introduction of WebAssign,” Professor Gong adds, “homework
can be done in peer groups and that helps students to learn and
understand essential elements from their peers. This approach,
combined with individual testing and quizzing in the classroom, is
definitely improving capability and that is making an impact on the
grades being achieved.
”A further consideration is how the tool standardises English
language expressions. We have students representing over 64
countries here at UAEU and, for many, English is not their first
language, so it’s important that course material is explained
through consistent language that everyone can understand from
the very beginning. This standardisation also contributes to student
cooperation and engagement and it is a real advantage to the
instructors, as well as the student body.”

CONCLUSION
The experiences of both the students and instructors using
WebAssign, to complement the Stewart textbook, have been
positive. By successfully implementing the solution, students at
UAEU have become more confident and engaged and, as a result,
are achieving better grades in their challenging Calculus module.

If you’d like to find out more information about how
WebAssign can support you and your students, please email us at
emea.edureply@cengage.com or contact your local Cengage
representative through edu.cengage.co.uk/contact
9781473759916

